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Introduction.
Charpy V-notch impact testing consists in measuring the energy consumed by a
relatively small specimen by fracture during impact. It is widely used to characterise
the resistance of the material to fracture, in particular in the brittle regime. So it is a
relatively simple mean to determine the ductile-to-brittle transition temperature of
materials undergoing such a transition, e.g. ferritic steels.
In the case of the PWR "surveillance program", this test is used to determine the
evolution of the mechanical strength of the structural steels during the whole life of
the nuclear plants, in particular since irradiation effects lead to embrittlement of the
material. The surveillance program is based on a few number of samples that are
irradiated in the reactors.
However, to justify the integrity of structural components, the fracture toughness of
the materials is needed; but the fracture toughness is not directly related to Charpy
impact energy (except in the case of some particular empirical correlations).
So a study has been engaged to establish a non empirical correlation between
Charpy impact energy and fracture toughness on the lower shelf and the transition
regime of the ductile-to-brittle transition temperature curve. The project, called
"CENTENAIRE" and conducted by EDF 0. needs to validate the possibility of
determining fracture toughness with a limited set of Charpy specimens as available in
the "surveillance program", as developed in this paper.

Methodology.
Our objective is to establish a method to be able to determine fracture toughness of a
RPV steel by using the small number of Charpy specimens used in the reactor
surveillance program. To do so, two conditions must be examined: first, is it possible
to determine fracture toughness from Charpy tests? Second, are statistical effects
compatible with a restricted number of specimens? A. Rossoll has already examined
the first question especially in the case of brittle fracture [2].
To answer the second question, the following steps are presented in this study.
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• First, it is necessary to determine both Charpy impact energy (KCV) and

fracture toughness (Kb) at low temperature (-90°C) using sufficient numbers of
specimens to grasp statistical effects also. These experimental results will be
considered as reference data for the material.

• Then, using "local approach of brittle fracture", we have to establish a failure
criterion from Charpy experiments that will establish the link between Charpy
and toughness tests, as demonstrated by A. Rossoll.

• It is now necessary to determine if, by using a small number of specimens, we
are still able to determine the same failure criterion and the same toughness
values as for the reference data.

If these steps are successfully followed, we are able to determine toughness value of
a RPV steel at low temperature from a small number of specimen. By using FE
analyses, it is possible to calculate the temperature for which the material has a man
value of Kc of 100 MPaVm and use the Master Curve procedure to determine the
whole toughness transition curve.
The method will then be applicable to the case of irradiated materials from the
surveillance program.
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Materials.

Material composition
The material is a reactor pressure vessel steel referenced as 16MND5 in the French
designation. It is a low alloy manganese ferritic steel very close to American A508
CI3. Its chemical composition is given in table 1.
c
0.159

Mn
1.38

Ni
0.70

Mo
0.50

Si
0.24

Cr
0.17

Cu
0.06

S
0.008

P
0.005

Al
0.023

Fe
Bal.

Table 1: Composition (weight %) of16MND5.

It is originating from the nozzle opening of a real reactor pressure vessel. Three
thermal heat treatments were successively applied to the material:

• Austenitization at 865/895°C during 4h40, followed by water quenching; this
treatment was repeated once.

• Recovering at 630/645°C for 7h30 followed by free air-cooling.
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• And finally a stress relief treatment at 610°C for 8h.

This material was extensively studied in the frame of three PhD theses (S. Renevey
[3], A. Rossoll [2], S. Carassou [4]) conducted at CEA, in collaboration with EdF and
"Ecole des Mines de Paris" ([3] and [4]) or EdF and "Ecole Centrale de Paris" ([2]).

Material behaviour.

The stress-strain behaviour was characterized both at low and high strain rates [5,6].
Tensile experiments were conducted at CEA at a strain rate of 5.10'V1 over a wide
range of temperatures (from -196°C to +300°C). Compressive experiments were
conducted at "Centre Technique d'Arcueil", mainly at -90°C, 25°C and 100°C, at
quasi-static and moderate strain rates (5.10"V1 and 1s"1) using hydraulic tensile
machine, and at high strain rate (1000s'1) using Hopkinson Bars devices. The
corresponding stress-strain curves are given in figure 1.
In order to conduct finite element calculations, two types of laws were used. A static
stress-strain behaviour was directly determined from the tensile experiments, up to
around 15% strain (depending on temperature), then extrapolated for higher
deformations fom the last 3% experimental results. The corresponding yield stress
OY and hardening exponents n are indicated in table 2 at the temperature of -90°C.
Then, to simulate dynamic experiments such as Charpy impact testing, a LemaTtre
viscoplastic expression was used:

G = Ke<1/M>(de/dt)<1/N>

Static stress-strain
behaviour

Dynamic behaviour
(Viscoplastic
LemaTtre law)

n
K
M
N

495 MPa
0.14

1250MPa.s iyN

7
50

Table 2: Characteristic coefficient of static and dynamic stress-strain behaviour at -
90°C.

Curve fitting of the experimental values (figure 1) led to the corresponding coefficient
at -90°C given in table 2.

o = k e (1 /M) (de/dt){m) : [T = -90°C] k=1250, M=7, N=50

1400

0,02 0,04
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Figure 1: Experimental stress-strain behaviour and Lemaftre viscopiastic law

identified at-90°C.

Brittle to ductile characterization.
Charpy-V specimens were used to establish the brittle to ductile transition curve of
the material. Over 100 specimens were tested but most were used to establish
statistical distributions of Charpy energy at -90°C, -60°C and -30°C [5,6]. The
transition curve is given in figure 2. Transition temperature TK68J is evaluated at
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Figure 2: Charpy absorbed energy transition curve of 16MND5.

Basic principles of application of the "local approach" to Charpy and CT tests.
In order to model cleavage fracture of Charpy or CT specimens, two models are
applied as post-processor of finite element calculations.
The first one is Beremin model, which is based on a weakest link assumption [7].
When plasticity occurs within the material, micro-defects are generated. Each defect
can become a triggering source of cleavage when an elementary volume Vo around it
is submitted to a local stress c\ (maximum eigenstress) which is high enough,
compared to a characteristic stress ou. The weakest link assumption supposes that
once this volume is broken, a cleavage crack is initiated, leading to failure of the
sample. In Beremin model, a Weibull distribution of the micro-defect sizes is
assumed; this distribution is characterised by a Weibull modulus m. So depending on
this micro-defect size distribution, the local failure probability is given by:

The elementary volume Vo is taken as twice the dimension of the grain size, or
(50jum)3. Due to the weakest link assumption, the global probability of failure is then
given by integration of pr(V0,o"i) over the plastified volume Vp:

p

f -\
l_

l°»J
m

dV

V
0

P(V)=1-exp f - -L —
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The second model has been developed by Renevey [3,8]. It is based on the
observation that in this steel, clusters of manganese sulphides (MnS) are the
cleavage triggering defects [9,10]. The ductile zones formed inside MnS clusters are
assumed to concentrate stresses and to initiate cleavage on nearby classical sites
like carbides. These ductile zones are thus considered like Griffith cracks that will
propagate in an unstable way when under a critical local load ac.
An exponential distribution of MnS clusters, as determined using quantitative image
analyses, leads to the local failure probability of an elementary volume Vo containing
one MnS cluster:

= exp
CL

Application of the weakest link assumption leads to the global failure probability:

P(V)=1-exp J - e x p
J\

dV

V

where Vf is a potentially active zone defined by the matrix-inclusion decohesion [11]
that occurs when:

0| + a (Oeq - O"Y) >: (7d
where aeq is Von Mises stress, a is a parameter depending on the shape of the
particles and a<j the critical decohesion stress The parameters of the model are
determined as a=1.6, ad=1120MPa and Vo=(460|im)3.

Experimental results.
A total of 28 instrumented Charpy impact tests were conducted on the material at -
90°C [5,6]. For each one, a load - displacement curve is obtained (figure 3). At this
temperature, all specimens are broken by cleavage. The instant of cleavage, along
with the load and displacement at failure, can be obtained directly from these curves.
The distribution of failure probabilities is obtained by sorting of the different samples
with increasing values of displacement at failure or absorbed energy, using the
expression:

Pr = ( i -0.5)/N

where N=28 is the total number of samples and i is the rank of the sample in the
displacement sorting.
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Figure 3: Experimental load - displacement curves of Charpy impact testing at -90°C
and the corresponding 2D plane strain finite element simulation.

A similar procedure is conducted with Compact Tension specimens (CT25: w=50mm,
B=25mm, initial crack length ao/w=0,55, figure 4). All specimens from a set of 24 are
broken by cleavage at -90°C. Toughness KJC is determined. A similar distribution of
failure probabilities is determined as a function of CMOD or toughness Kjc [2,3].
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Figure 4: Experimental load - displacement curves of CT specimens at -90°C and
the corresponding 2D plane strain and 3D finite element simulations.

Determination of brittle fracture parameters from sets of Charpy experiments.
Finite element analyses were conducted with code CASTEM2000 developed at CEA.
From the PhD thesis of A. Rossoll, it was found that finite element simulation of
Charpy impact tests at a temperature of -90°C could be conducted with the following
assumptions [2,5,6]:

• The dynamic, or inertial, effects need not be taken into account.
• 3D simulation is preferable but plane strain 2D simulation can suffice.
• The strain rate dependency of the constitutive law of the material is essential.
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• Isothermal simulation is sufficient; adiabatic heating does not play a major

role.
• Taking friction effect (between the specimen and the hammer or the anvils)

into account is far from necessary.
The LemaTtre stress - strain behaviour as described above was used. Figure 5
shows the 2D meshing of half a Charpy specimen. Meshes dimension at the notch
root is around 50um by 50um. The resulting calculated load - displacement curve fits
the experimental results reasonably well (figure 3). From that point, it is possible to
calculate the stress and strain fields at any moment during loading, and to apply
Beremin or Renevey model as a post-processor of the computation. For given values
of m and au (Beremin model) or of ac (Renevey model), the failure probability can
also be determined as a function of loading and compared to the experimental
values. The best adequation between calculated and experimental probabilities gives
the values of the failure parameters m and au, or oc. These values obtained on the
full set of N=28 specimens are given in table 3 and will be designated as "reference"
values from now on.

Figure 5:2D meshing of half a Charpy specimen.

Beremin Model

Renevey Model

m

CJc

20.4
2820 MPa
2340 MPa

Table 3: Beremin or Renevey failure parameters determined from the experimental
set of 28 Charpy specimens broken at -90°C.

We must now look if the determination of these parameters is also possible if we
don't have as many as 20 or 30 specimens. In fact, it seems impossible to determine
the two parameters m and au for Beremin model with reasonable confidence from a
limited number of experiments, say 6 experiments for example. However, if we fix
Weibull parameter to a given value around 20 and retain GU as the only parameter to
be determined, it is found that Beremin model still remain valid for values of m within
an interval [16;24] which is typical of cleavage failure for these kind of steels (figure
6). So it is possible to restrain Beremin model by setting Weibull parameter to a fixed
value, for example to the value found for the 28 specimens (20.4) while still obtaining
a reasonable description of the statistical distributions.
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Figure 6: Application ofBeremin model to the experimental distribution of Charpy
specimens for fixed values of Weibull parameter m in the interval [16)24].

Now let's suppose that instead of the N=28 specimens, we had tested only n=3
specimens, chosen randomly from the 28. Since we would know nothing else, the
respective failure probability for each sample would be 0.1667 (= (1-0.5)/3), 0.5 and
0.8333 (figure 7). From those 3 specimens, it is still possible to determine a best
value of Beremin parameter cu (m being set at 20.4) or of Renevey parameter cc.
These identified parameters will certainly differ more or less from the "reference
value" obtained on 28 specimens, and the curve giving the identified failure
probability will also differ from the reference curve.

• 28 experimental points

— Initial identified curve (sigma C = 2342MPa)

• 3 random experimental points

— Identified curve (sigma C = 2460MPa)
B 3 random experimental points

— Identified curve (sigma C = 2110MPa)

0.0E+0 2.0E-4 4.0E-4 6.0E-4 8.0E-4 1.0E-3 1.2E-3 1.4E-3 1.6E-3

Displacement at failure (m)

Figure 7: Examples of the probability curves obtained from 3 randomly chosen
Charpy specimen taken from the 28 ones.

By making numerous random choices of n=3 specimens (figure 8), it is possible to
evaluate the confidence in the determination of parameters au or ac. This confidence
is fair if the mean value of these parameters is identical to the reference value
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obtained from the full set of 28 specimens and if their standard deviation is not too
high.
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Figure 8: Determination of parameters oi, (left) or ot (right) obtained for one hundred
random choices ofn=3 (orn=6) specimens.

By making similar series of random choices of n=4, or n=5 etc specimens, we can
determine the effect of the number of specimens on the confidence interval in the
determination of the failure parameters (figure 9). It is found that the mean values of
ou or ac are relatively independent of n and almost identical to the reference value
obtained on N=28 specimens. However the standard deviations Aau or Aac

(determined over a series of one hundred random choices of n specimens) are
increasing with decreasing values of n. We can say that the decreasing of Aau or Aac

is most pronounced when increasing n from 3 to 6 specimens and less important
when changing n from 6 to 9 specimens.

- • - Mean value of slgma U {n samples)
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Figure 9: Effect of the number of specimens used to determine the failure parameters
a, (left) or dc (right) on the confidence interval.

Determination of fracture toughness from limited sets of Charpy experiments.
Finite element analysis of fracture toughness tests on CT specimens at -90°C was
conducted using the elasto-plastic stress - strain behaviour of the material. Both 2D
and 3D computations were executed. Since no ductile crack growth occurs before
cleavage, there is no need to consider any change in the crack tip position in the
meshing of the specimen. Since stress variations are very high near the crack tip, it is
necessary to consider a mesh size near the crack tip that is adapted to the model, i.e.
50um for Beremin model and 460um for Renevey model. Anyway, in the case of 3D
calculations, specimen half-width (B/2) contains only 5 meshes (figure 10).
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Figure 10:3D meshing of a quarter of CT specimen.

It is found that the experimental global responses are fairly well simulated when
making 3D calculations (figure 4). It is then possible to apply Beremin or Renevey
model, with the failure criteria obtained on Charpy specimens, to the calculations of
CT specimens. For this, we first consider the cu or ac parameters identified from the
full set of N=28 Charpy specimens. We can compare the failure probabilities obtained
on CT specimen with these parameters to the experimental data (figure 11). It is
found that the correlation between experimental and calculated data is better when
using Renevey model than Beremin model. In any case, calculated results are
conservative anyway.
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Figure 11: Application of the failure criteria obtained from identification ofo^oroc on
N=28 Charpy specimens to determine failure probabilities of CT specimens;

comparison with experimental data.

It is now possible to evaluate the effect of the number n of Charpy specimens used to
identify the failure criteria. For each value of n, we have found that the mean values
of ou or ac are relatively independent of n and almost identical to the reference values
obtained on N=28 specimens. But the standard deviations Aou or Aoc are increasing
with decreasing values of n. We can now calculate new failure probabilities of CT
specimens using failure criteria based on values of parameter (cru + AGU) and (au -
Aau) instead of au [or (ac + Aoc) and (oc - Aoc) instead of cc]. We can then see that
the probability curve will be more or less shifted within some confidence interval of
±Aa that will be wider for smaller values of n. In order to quantify these confidence
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intervals, we can for example determine the width of the curve shifts for a failure
probability of 50% as function of n (table 4).

Exp. mean Kic
Exp. AKfc

Kic at Pr = 50%
AKfc

n
3
6
9

107 MPaVm
35 MPaVm

Beremin
69 MPaVm
15 MPaVm

Renevey
95 MPaVm
18 MPaVm

Pr curve shift at ±AGu/c
8 MPaVm
5 MPaVm
4 MPaVm

11 MPaVm
7,5 MPaVm
6 MPaVm

Table 4: Effect of the number of Charpy specimens used to determine failure
parameters, on the shift of failure probability curves atdzk^/c.

Beremin Model

• Experimental CTdala
—Reference curve
-©-Curve shift (+/• 1 Bld.dev.)
—»~9specimens
~ *«Curve Shift (+/-1 Bld.dev.)
~-s-~6 specimens
-.* -Curveshift(+/-1 sld.dev.)
• •«..3speclmens

• Experimental CT data
Reference curve

~~#~- Curve shift (+/-1 std.dev.)
—•~9speclmens
- *~ Curve shift (+/-1 atd.di
--;—6 specimens
- *- -Curve shift (+/-1 std.dev.)
•-••3specimens

O00E*O 20E+6 40E+6 60E+6 80E+6 100E+5 120E+6 140E+« 160E+6 180E+6 200E+6
Fracture toughness K (PaVm)
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Figure 12: Effect of the number of Charpy specimens used to determine failure
parameters, on the shift of failure probability curves at±4o[j (left) and±Aoi (right).

For example, in the case of Renevey model, the fracture toughness is expected to be
distributed around 95MPaVm, with a standard deviation of 18MPaVm; but due to the
fact that only a limited number of Charpy samples are tested to establish the failure
criterion (e.g. n=6), this distribution can be shifted by ±7,5MPaVm.
So we can see that even for a small number of Charpy specimens (n=3), the shift in
the failure probability curves is smaller than the dispersion in of the curve itself.

Conclusions.

Several conclusions can be made from this study on cleavage failure of an RPV
steel.

• We have shown that if one has only a very small number of Charpy
specimens, it is reasonable to use Beremin model by using an arbitrary given
value of Weibull parameter m.

• When determining failure parameters, we gain most accuracy by increasing
the number of samples from 3 to about 6. Over 6 specimens, it is necessary to
increase the number of specimens highly to gain significantly more accuracy.

• It is possible to evaluate brittle fracture toughness using local approach, either
by using Beremin or Renevey model. However, progress must still be made in
this field, especially in the case of application of Beremin model.

• Most important, the effect of using a small number of Charpy specimens to
determine fracture toughness in brittle fracture is evaluated. The error in the
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evaluation of fracture toughness is much smaller than the experimental
dispersion itself.

So it seems quite reasonable to envisage to evaluate fracture toughness of an in-
service RPV steel by using the samples dedicated to the surveillance program.
At present, this method has only been used at cleavage temperature. Now it will be
necessary to extend it to higher temperatures, especially in the brittle to ductile
transition regime.
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